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“Semi-variance seems more plausible
than variance as a measure of risk,
since it is concerned only with
adverse deviations.”

— Harry Markowitz, Nobel Prize winner in economics.

Sometimes investors focus on a single statistic

and miss the overall value of an investment that

comes from a more nuanced analysis. This may

be the case with volatility. There is both good

and bad volatility. Investors should be more con-

cerned about downside risk than volatility asso-

ciated with high positive returns. In fact, the

semivariance, the variance associated with half

of the distribution, which in this case is the

downside, may better correlate with utility or

investor preference functions that represent

preferences of investors who are more risk

averse.
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If you break down variance, its parts

may tell you more about the behavior of a man-

ager’s investment style than a single variance

number. Higher volatility may not be bad if it

comes when returns are positive. In fact,

investors should expect higher (lower) upside

(downside) volatility as part of the value-added

from a manager.

We measure upside and downside variance for

our JWH managed futures programs to show

whether there is a difference in the volatility

when our portfolios are generating positive ver-

sus negative returns. We observe a significant

difference in the upside and downside variance

for three of our largest JWH programs.

Historically, volatility for JWH managed futures

programs is associated with periods of higher

returns and lower volatility which may occur

during or just after unprofitable months.

We also show the impact on the return-to-risk

ratio by comparing Sharpe and Sortino ratios.

The Sharpe ratio measures risk through the

regular standard deviation, while the Sortino

Ratio chooses downside risk. Using the Sortino

Ratio, we observe JWH programs historically

feature significant upside profit potential with

lower downside risk than found with Sharpe

ratios.

There are reasonable explanations of why this

difference in return behavior occurs based on

the style of management.
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What will Cause a Difference in

Upside and Downside Volatility?

The reasons for the difference

between upside and downside

volatility are actually straight-

forward and consistent with

the management practices of

a systematic manager. If there

are changes in price that cause

negative returns, risk manage-

ment systems, primarily through

the use of stops, will usually

attempt to constrain the overall

risk in the portfolio. As more

markets get stopped out, there

will be a reduction in risk or a

reversal in positions. There is a

limit to the downside losses

that can occur both for individ-

ual positions and the portfolio

in aggregate. Hence, there will

be lower volatility when returns

are lower. Because profitable

positions are held when

markets trend, there should be

expected higher upside volatili-

ty when programs are making

money. The systematic style of

hanging onto winners and sell-

ing losers will create asymmetry

in the variance of the portfolio.

In the case of any single market

or program, when there is a

reversal in price trend, the

stop-loss levels will become a

binding constraint to limit

losses. Generally, positions will

be changed or closed out when

the stop-loss level is hit. The

actual losses will be related to

market conditions. For our

JWH two-phase models, there

is a reversal in positions. With

our JWH three-phase models,

hitting stops will usually move

position exposures to neutral,

and there is a decrease in the

program leverage. 

We may expect that the three-

phase non-linear programs have

greater differences between

upside and downside volatility

because of the possibility of

being in a neutral phase. If a

market loses a position and

moves to the neutral phase, the

decline in leverage will reduce

volatility. Additionally, for our

three-phase models, dynamic

position sizing will also cause a

greater difference in upside

versus downside volatility.

When there are very strong

trends or strong signals rela-

tive to the volatility in the mar-

ket, there will be greater posi-

tion sizes, which mean there

will be higher leverage in the

program. When there is higher

leverage associated with

greater opportunities, there

will be higher program volatili-

ty. Similarly, if there are poorer

opportunities, there will be cor-

responding decreasing posi-

tions and leverage, which

should be associated with lower

volatility during those months

that are negative. 

How do you Measure Upside 

and Downside Volatility?

There is no single agreed-upon

measure for the break-down or

decomposition of volatility.
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Our preferred measure is the

semi-variance which looks at

the variance above and below

the mean of the return series. If

the mean return is positive, the

downside semi-variance will

include months where the

return is actually positive. This

may not capture exactly what

investors mean by downside

risk, but it has the nice additive

property that the upside vari-

ance and downside variance

sum to the total variance of a

program. Other measures will

not have this property.  Note

that this property does not

hold with standard deviations,

which are the square root of
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variance. The semivariance is

a good statistic because it

actually combines two meas-

ures into one: variance and

skewness. If there is no skew-

ness, or bias to the probability

of being in either tail of the

distribution there should be no

difference in the upside and

downside volatility.
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Figure 1 shows the semi-devia-

tion around the mean return

for three of our largest

JWH programs, the Strategic

Allocation Program (S A P),

the Financial and Metals

(F&M) Portfolio program and

the International Foreign

Exchange program (Forex),

since the inception of our flag-

ship SAP.
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The difference be-

tween the upside and downside

volatility is in some cases fairly

large. If the return distribution

were perfectly symmetric, the

downside and upside volatility

would be the same. The behav-

ior of these programs is not

symmetric and seems consis-

tent with our findings of posi-

tive skewness. There is a high-

er probability of being in the

right-hand tail relative to a

normal distribution.

Sharpe Ratio and Sortino Ratio

The Sharpe ratio is the excess

returns over the risk-free rate

of an asset divided by the stan-

dard deviation of the asset. It

tells us the excess return per

unit of risk, yet does not focus

on the downside risk of the

investment. The Sortino ratio

extends the concept of risk-

adjusted return through the

use of downside risk. First, it

evaluates the excess return by

taking the difference of the

program return over a target

return or a minimum accept-

able return. Second, rather

than focusing on the risk of

deviating from the mean

return, which varies across the

programs, the Sortino ratio

chooses the downside risk of

falling below a common target

return level. The Sortino ratio

is calculated as the ratio of this

“revised” excess return over the

downside deviation. There

should be a preference for the

asset that has higher excess

return and less downside risk

relative to another asset with

the same overall volatility and

target return. 

If there is a change in the rank-

ings of downside risk or the tar-

get return for a number of pro-

grams, there will also be a

change in the rankings of the

Sortino ratios relative to the

Sharpe ratios. Generally, the

Sharpe ratio will be the most

effective and easy measure for

looking at the return-to-risk
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ratio, except in the case of asym-

metric distributions or certain

preference of the minimum

acceptable return level. Given the

tendency of managed futures

funds to have pay-offs that look

more like options, there will be

generally higher Sortino ratios

for managed futures relative to

management styles that do not

follow a similar strategy. 

In figure 2, we notice that JWH

managed futures programs

have historically had Sharpe

ratios that are similar to tradi-

tional equity Sharpe ratios.

However, when we evaluate

those programs through down-

side risk using the risk-free

rate as the minimum accept-

able rate of return, there is a

marked change in the Sortino

ratios. As investors increase

their minimum acceptable level

of return, all JWH programs

feature higher Sortino ratios

than traditional equity returns.

Simply put, for the same down-

side risk, JWH programs his-

torically have higher upside

profit potential.

Conclusions 

A close look at JWH programs

shows that historically there

has been less downside volati-

lity than upside volatility.

Downside volatility may be a

more effective measure for

portfolio risk with our pro-

grams, where we try to limit

our downside through stop-

losses on all positions and hold

trends as long as possible. The

impact of looking at downside

risk shows up when comparing

Sharpe ratios with Sortino

ratios. The lower downside

volatility means that the

return to downside risk is

higher than would be the case

with conventional return-to-

risk measures and may be

more representative of what

investors would prefer. 

Mark S. Rzepczynski, Ph.D.

President &

Chief Investment Officer
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Figure 2:  JWH Programs and Selected Indices
vs. the Best and Worst 57 S&P 500 Months
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The risk free rate equals 3.78. It is calculated as the average 3-month T-bill rate during the respective period.

Sources: Standard & Poors, the Federal Reserve and JWH
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Appendix 1: Calculation of Downside Risk
Given a return series and a target return level   , we have
Upside Variance: ,
Downside Variance: ,
Upside Standard Deviation: ,
Downside Standard Deviation: . 
If , then the regular variance can be calculated as    .          , 
We note that   .

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS   
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Footnotes
1 Mark Rzepczynski, President and Chief Investment Officer, Ph. D., and
Wei Feng, Research Analyst.

2 See Javier Estrada “A Note on Mean Semi-Variance Behavior” Finance
Letter 2003 2003:1 pp 9-14. He compares the mean variance framework
against the mean semi-variance approach to determine which is more
correlated with different utility functions.  

3 Some analysts look at the variance of positive returns and the variance
of negative returns as the measure of downside and upside risk. Others
calculate the variance of returns below the mean but divide by the num-
ber of below-mean returns and not the total sample size. Both are techni-
cally incorrect and will not provide an effective measure of downside
risk. Please see the appendix for the correct measure.

4 Note: If the distribution is symmetric, two times the semivariance will
equal the variance.

5 We look at variance because it has the nice property, whereby the down-
side and upside semivariance will equal the total variance of the returns
series. If you look at the standard deviations, this property will not exist
because the square root of the upside variance and the square root of the
downside variance is not the same as the square root of the sum of both
variances.  

JWH Financial and Metal Portfolio (F&M)

The annual performance for 1984 is for the period from October through
December 1984.  Commencing in August 1992, there was an approximate
50% reduction in posltioin size in relation to account equity in the
Financial and Metals Portfolio.  The timing of additions and with-
drawals materially inflate the 1987 rate of return.  The three accounts
that were open for the entire year of 1987 achieved rate of return of 138%,
163% and 259%.

JWH Strategic Allocation Program (SAP)

From inception to May 7, 1998, the performance of the individual pro-
gram components are also included in the composite performance of each
individual investment program.

All Index data is obtained from Standard & Poor's Fund Services (2004)
(1-800-596-5323 - http://www.micropal.com).  JWH cannot be responsi-
ble for errors or omissions from this source.  Figures are calculated using
the monthly rates of return on a compounded basis for the periods
shown, and are not a sum or average of the annual rates of return.

S&P 500® is a trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies.  The S&P
500® Index tracks the stock performance of 500 U.S. companies across
four industry groups.  It is a market-value weighted index with each
stock's weight in the index proportionate to its market value. 

Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI): This Firm publishes
a number of well-known benchmarks. The Morgan Stanley Capital
International MSCI EAFE Index is a market capitalization weighted
equity index composed of approximately 1,000 companies in 20 developed
market countries.  

The HFR Indices (HFRX) consist of eight primary hedge fund strategy
indices and an asset-weighted Global Index, each providing a statistical-
ly pure proxy to the universe of Hedge Funds. The individual strategy

indices and the overall composite (Global Index) have each been designed
to offer full transparency, daily re-pricing, consistent fund selection is
asset-weighted and rebalanced on a quarterly basis, stringent risk man-
agement, and strict reporting standards.

NASDAQ Composite Index: A market-value weighted index of all com-
mon stocks listed on NASDAQ.

Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA): Measure of the performance of
the collection of 30 "blue-chip" companies, considered the leaders of the
market.

Lehman Brothers Aggregate Bond Index: A benchmark index com-
prised of the Lehman Brothers Government/Corporate Bond Index,
Mortgage-Backed Securities Index, and Asset-Backed Securities Index,
including securities that are of investment-grade quality or better, have
at least one year to maturity, and have an outstanding par value of at
least $100 million.

Salomon Brothers World Government Bond Index is an unmanaged
index on a U.S. dollar total return basis with all dividends reinvested
and is comprised of government bonds from 14 countries. 

Correlation coefficient: A standardized statistical measure of the
dependence of two random variables, defined as the covariance divided
by the standard deviations of two variables.

Correlation: Statistical measure of the degree to which the movements
of two variables (stock/option/convertible prices or returns) are related.

Sharpe ratio: A measure of a portfolio's excess return relative to the
total variability of the portfolio. 

Standard deviation: The square root of the variance. A measure of dis-
persion of a set of data from its mean.

Although offering potential benefits, an investment with JWH is specula-
tive, involves a high degree of risk, and is designed only for sophisticated
investors who are able to bear the loss of more than their entire invest-
ment.  Some, but not all, of the risk factors that should be considered
prior to making an investment decision include: forward contract trad-
ing, which is not afforded the regulatory protection of exchanges or the
Commodity Exchange Act and may subject an investor to greater risks
than trading on US exchanges; trading on non-US futures exchanges,
which are not regulated by any US government agency and may involve
certain risks not applicable to trading on US exchanges; currency risks
associated with foreign-denominated margin deposits; possible failure of
brokerage firms or futures exchanges; illiquid markets, which may make
it more difficult to establish or liquidate a position at a given price.  For
more details on these and other risk factors, please refer to JWH’s current
disclosure document. 

This newsletter does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation for any
managed account and cannot disclose all risks and significant elements
of the JWH investment programs.  Solicitations can only be made with a
JWH disclosure document, which is available at the offices of JWH upon
request.  Further details of past performance and definitions of terms
used to state past performance is presented in the disclosure document. 

An investment with JWH is speculative, involves a high degree of risk,
and is designed only for sophisticated investors who are able to bear the
loss of more than their entire investment.  Read and examine the disclo-
sure document before seeking JWH’s services. 
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